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A visit in the library
Script for the cartoon movie „library resources for everyone“ by dbv
1.

Big One and Small One open the door to the library, step in, and are astonished.

2.

Big One: „Oh! Look how many books and people there are!”

3.

Small One: „Look, there’s the librarian. I’m sure she can help us.”

4.

Librarian: „Welcome! What can I do for you?”

5.

Big One: „Here is my identity card. We would like to borrow something.“

6.

The librarian enters the data in her computer and issues a library card. She hands
it to Big One.

7.

Librarian: „With this card, you can borrow books and other media.”

8.

Big One and Small One discover the library:

9.

There are shelves full of books. And people who are picking and browsing books.
There are movies and CDs.

10. Small One: „Look, that’s my favourite movie! I’d like to borrow it.”
11. They walk on and pass a corner with armchairs where someone is reading a
newspaper. Then they see somebody who is searching for information on the
internet.
12. Here, someone is reading a story to children. The children are listening attentively.
13. Further ahead people are reading and writing at worktables.
14. Big One still hasn’t found his book yet.
15. Big One: „Come!“
16. He addresses the librarian on the ladder.
17. Big One: „I don’t know where I can find this book.”
18. Librarian: „Come with me, please.“
19. They pass many shelves before they find the book.
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20. Librarian: „Here you are, this is your book.“
21. Big One: „Thank you very much!“
22. Both return to the issuing desk. They put the book, the movie and the library card
on the desk. The librarian books the items. Then she returns the media together
with the library card. She explains until when the items have to be returned to the
library at the latest.
23. Big One and Small One say goodbye. They will certainly come back soon!
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